Doppler ultrasound findings in healthy wrists and finger joints before and after use of two different contrast agents
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Objective: To examine the effect of contrast agents on Doppler ultrasound findings in the synovial membrane in the wrist and fingers of healthy volunteers.

Material and methods: Eleven healthy subjects were included in the study (5 women and 6 men, mean age 38 years, range (20–60)). They had no clinical signs of inflammatory or degenerative joint diseases. A total of 66 joints were examined—6 joints for each subject: wrist and metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints 1–5—before contrast injection and after Levovist and SonoVue injection with a 30 minute interval.

Results: Colour Doppler activity was detected in 10/55 (18%) MCP joints before contrast injection and in 29/55 (53%) and 28/55 (51%) joints after Levovist (p < 0.0001) and SonoVue injection (p = 0.0001), respectively. A significant increase in Doppler activity in the radial (p < 0.05) and ulnar (p = 0.01) parts of the wrist joint was detected only after SonoVue injections. With spectral Doppler no difference was found in the resistive index (RI) in the vessels measured before as compared with those only detected after contrast injection.

Conclusion: The number of joints with colour Doppler activity in healthy volunteers was increased by the use of contrast agents. No changes in RI were detected. The value of contrast agents remains to be demonstrated in inflammatory diagnostics.

Ultrasound

An Acuson Sequoia ultrasound system (Mountainview, California, USA) was used for the ultrasound examinations with a 15 MHz linear array transducer for all examinations. The healthy volunteers were examined sitting in an upright position with the dominant hand placed on a cushion, fully pronated.

The dorsal side of the wrist was scanned from side to side in the longitudinal plane. In the evaluation of the wrist, the radiocarpal joint and the intercarpal joints were scanned. The wrist was evaluated at three locations: radial, central, and ulnar.

The MCP joints were scanned in the longitudinal plane in the regions that were accessible from the dorsal side: MCP1–5.

Previous studies have shown that it is possible to detect vascularisation in normal joints without the use of contrast agents, and this study aimed at examining the effect of contrast agents on Doppler ultrasound findings in the synovial membrane in the wrist and fingers of healthy volunteers.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Subjects

Twelve healthy subjects were recruited, and 11 (5 women and 6 men, mean age 38 years, range (20–60)) were included in the study. One subject was excluded during the examination because of indisposition—probably caused by the contrast agent. The subjects were not currently engaged in heavy manual labour or performing sporting activities with their hands and had no history of arthritis, hand or wrist trauma or current symptomatology. None of the subjects had clinical signs of inflammatory or degenerative joint diseases. A total of 66 joints were examined—six joints per subject: the wrist and metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints 1–5.

Blood flow in the synovial membrane was visualised with colour Doppler. The colour Doppler settings were the same for all joints and all volunteers, with a gain setting just below the noise level using our set up for low flow—Nyquist limit ±0.014 m/s, 7 MHz Doppler frequency, and lowest possible noise level using our set up for low flow—Nyquist limit ±0.014 m/s, 7 MHz Doppler frequency, and lowest possible
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Spectral Doppler

Colour Doppler was used as guidance, the spectral Doppler sampling area was placed over an intrasynovial artery, and the spectrum was obtained. The ultrasound unit traced the Doppler spectrum electronically, identifying the cardiac cycles as well as peak systolic flow and end diastolic flow. The unit then calculated the RI as (peak systolic flow/peak systolic flow+end diastolic flow)/peak systolic flow. If more than one synovial artery could be sampled, a mean RI was used. The degree of peripheral resistance is expressed numerically with the RI. 14

Because the intrasynovial vessels are very small, both the artery and its concomitant veins are often sampled simultaneously even with the smallest possible Doppler gate. A flow reversal during diastole (normal in musculoskeletal tissues) will then go unnoticed because the reversed arterial flow will drown in the venous signal. To obtain uniform measurements, we therefore limited the spectral measurements to the arterial side of the Doppler line and thereby defined 1.00 as the maximum for RI.

Qualitative estimation of Doppler activity was based on the presence or absence of colour Doppler pixels in the synovium, and the effect of contrast agents was determined as the change in the number of joints with visible flow. Quantitative estimation of vascularisation in the synovial membrane was estimated by the colour fraction and the RI. The colour fraction was determined in those joints that showed Doppler activity both before and after contrast injection in order to estimate the effect of contrast agents in these joints. The colour Doppler image with maximum colour activity was selected. The digitally stored colour Doppler image in DICOM format was transferred to a processing program (a β version of DataPro; Noesis, Courtaboeuf, France). The synovial membrane was traced, indicating the region of interest (ROI). The number of colour pixels and the total number of pixels in the ROI were counted1 and the number of colour pixels was then expressed in relation to the total number of pixels in the same ROI.

The RI was measured, if possible, in all joints displaying a colour Doppler signal before contrast injection. After injection with contrast agent, the RI was measured, if possible, in the new joints displaying flow in order to investigate the flow profile in previously invisible vessels.

Table 1 Number of colour Doppler positive joints before and after contrast injection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joints</th>
<th>Before contrast injection</th>
<th>Levovist</th>
<th>SonoVue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCP (n = 55)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29***</td>
<td>28***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist, ulnar (n = 11)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7 NS</td>
<td>10**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist, radial (n = 11)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10 NS</td>
<td>10 NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist, central (n = 11)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 NS</td>
<td>7**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NS, non-significant.

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

Contrast injection

In this study two different echo enhancing contrast agents were used: Levovist (Schering, Berlin, Germany) and SonoVue (Bracco, Milano, Italy). This was done in order to compare our findings with previous studies using Levovist. Because Levovist is no longer in production we chose SonoVue for future comparison. Levovist is a preparation of air filled microbubbles stabilised by palmitic acid in a galactose based suspension. SonoVue is a suspension of sulphur hexafluoride microbubbles stabilised by a phospholipid monolayer in 0.9% saline.

First a bolus of 7 ml Levovist (300 mg/ml) was injected through an 18 gauge catheter into a cubital vein of the contralateral arm followed by a 20 ml saline bolus injection. The measurements were repeated on wrist and MCP joints immediately after observing a substantial increase in blooming artefact in the radial artery as a sign of the contrast effect. Thirty minutes later 2.4 ml SonoVue was injected, followed by a 20 ml saline bolus injection, and the measurements were repeated again with the joints in the same order.

Examination of each patient lasted about 5 minutes. In all the patients an enhanced Doppler signal was still present at the end of the examination.

Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed comparing paired groups of categorical data in a hypothesis test. A Wilcoxon signed rank sum test was used to evaluate the changes in the colour fraction. For the differences in mean values in the RI before and after contrast injection an independent sample t test was used. The level of significance was chosen at p < 0.05.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the Doppler ultrasound findings for the individual joints.

Colour Doppler activity was detected in 10/55 (18%) MCP joints before contrast injection and in 29/55 (53%) joints after Levovist (p < 0.0001) and in 28/55 (51%) after SonoVue injection (p = 0.0001) (table 1). When the wrist was investigated at three different locations owing to the composite structure of this joint, no significant effect after Levovist injections was seen. After SonoVue injections, however, Doppler activity in the radial (p < 0.05) and in the composite structure of this joint, no significant effect after Levovist injections was seen. After SonoVue injections, however, Doppler activity in the radial (p < 0.05) and in the...
ulnar part (p = 0.01) of the joint increased significantly. However, when the wrist was looked upon as one joint, there was no significant effect in the use of a contrast agent as 10 of 11 wrists had Doppler activity before injection and 11 of 11 after both Levovist and SonoVue injections.

When the joints with colour Doppler activity both before and after contrast injection were investigated, there was an increase in the mean colour fraction from 0.04 before contrast injection to 0.06 after Levovist and 0.09 after SonoVue (fig 1). This increase was not statistically significant. For both contrast agents one MCP joint in two different patients showed colour Doppler activity before and not after contrast injection.

When the three different parts in the wrist joint (ulnar, radial, and central part) were looked at separately, one ulnar and two radial parts in three different patients showed colour Doppler activity before and not after Levovist injection. A similar phenomenon was not seen after SonoVue injection. The mean (SD) RI for the vessel found before contrast injection (13 joints) was 0.89 (0.04) and the mean RI in the vessels only detected after SonoVue injection (23 joints) was 0.88 (0.04), range 0.25–1.00. There was no statistically significant difference between the groups.

Adverse events

In one subject a reaction with nausea occurred immediately after the injection of SonoVue. The episode lasted about 3 hours and the subject was excluded from further ultrasound examination. The subject recovered without sequelae.

DISCUSSION

The present study demonstrated the presence of Doppler activity before contrast injection in 10/55 MCP joints and in 10/11 wrist joints of healthy volunteers with no history of arthritis, hand or wrist trauma, or current symptomatology, which is higher than our previous findings. The contrast agents increased the colour Doppler activity significantly in the MCP joints and in the wrist joint if this was investigated as three separate compartments, displaying a higher number of visible vessels. An increase in colour fraction was also found in the joints with already existing flow before contrast injection, indicating either an increase in the number of visible vessels or an increase in the blooming artefact as also described in previous studies.

No statistically significant difference was found in the RI in the vessels seen before contrast injection and those made visible after SonoVue injection. In other words, with a high end Doppler the flow profile in normal joints was the same for visualised and non-visualised vessels—visualisation in the latter enabled by contrast in this study. When RI is used to categorise inflammation it seems appropriate to assume a normal value for RI when no measurable vessels are visible. Some normal vessels both in this study and in a previous study had RI values <0.8 and we regard these as outliers and expect normal resting musculoskeletal tissue to have values in the range above 0.8 and most often close to 1.0. Similar investigations of this phenomenon remain to be performed in arthritic joints, which lose their detectable Doppler activity in response to treatment. With contrast, it would presumably be possible to detect and measure "non-visualised" vessels previously having Doppler activity in the untreated state. It is possible that these vessels will have a normal RI and thus behave just like the non-visualised vessels in this normal material.

The findings in this study differ from those of previous studies, which did not demonstrate Doppler signals using contrast agents in healthy joints. A reasonable explanation for these divergent observations is a variation in the quality of the equipment with differences in Doppler sensitivity. With lower Doppler sensitivity fewer vessels will be visible as opposed to the present results obtained with a high end Doppler, which displayed vessels even in normal resting joints.

Our findings support the observation in most of the studies evaluating inflamed joints in the hand and with contrast injection. However, in one report an increase in the number of Doppler positive joints as well as the number of colour pixels after contrast injection. However, in one report an increase in the number of Doppler positive joints in patients with rheumatoid arthritis was not found. As suggested by the authors, the most likely explanation for this divergence was that none of the patients had low inflammatory activity.

The present findings as well as previously reported findings may be explained by the following model: all healthy and inflamed joints have vessels with varying degrees of flow—high perfusion in vessels supplying an inflamed region, or low perfusion in vessels supplying non-inflamed regions. The sensitivity of the Doppler then defines how many vessels may be detected (fig 2A). A high end Doppler will detect both low and high perfusion vessels, whereas a low end Doppler will only detect vessels with high perfusion. When injecting the contrast agent, the signal from all vessels is enhanced, thereby increasing the number of visible vessels. A low end Doppler may only detect more of the inflamed vessels,
whereas a high end Doppler may also detect an increase in the number of normal vessels (fig 2B).

This raises the question of whether the vessels that are only seen after contrast injection provide additional information. The vessels visualised in normal resting joints after contrast injection are, of course, not pathological. In parallel, we speculate that additional vessels visualised after contrast injection in inflamed joints need not be part of the inflammatory process; they may well be vessels with normal perfusion in non-inflamed parts of the synovium. Based on the present evidence we cannot agree that the use of contrast agents provides essential information in inflamed joints. Furthermore, the results must depend on the quality of the Doppler imaging. With relatively insensitive Doppler equipment we agree that vessels which become visible with contrast agents may form part of the inflammation and additional information thereby obtained. Continuous use of contrast agents will, however, generate substantial costs, which seem better used for upgrade of equipment—thereby conserving the ultrasound examination as non-invasive.

The use of contrast agents is very similar to enhancing the sensitivity of the Doppler. At present, with high end equipment we see flow in many normal joints and with contrast we see even more. Continuing improvement of the Doppler sensitivity may very well in the near future—even without contrast—match the results found in this study with contrast. The possibility of adverse events after injecting contrast underlines the demand for maintaining the non-invasiveness of the ultrasound procedures.

Our ability to detect flow is not a fully developed technique and the diagnosis of arthritis will in some institutions rely on the mere presence of colour and in others on the presence of more normal colour. Cut off levels defining thresholds between normal and pathological Doppler activity must therefore be defined. These cut off levels must be individually set depending on the quality of the equipment, the settings used, and whether contrast is used or not. Early arthritis is probably the most difficult to diagnose because the synovial membrane may be barely increased in thickness and the perfusion may be only slightly increased in these joints compared with normal. The diagnosis of early arthritis based on ultrasound findings necessitates a definition of normal flow—and, as a consequence, recognition of a slightly increased flow also.

CONCLUSION

The number of joints (wrists and MCP joints) with colour Doppler activity found in healthy volunteers was increased by the use of contrast agents. The Doppler sensitivity in newer high end ultrasound machines allows detection of normal synovial flow even without the use of contrast agents. The RI did not change after contrast. The value of contrast agents remains to be demonstrated in inflammatory diagnostics.
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